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a b s t r a c t
Batch process control represents a challenge given its dynamic operation over a large operating envelope.
Nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) is the current standard for optimal control of batch processes.
The performance of conventional NMPC can be unsatisfactory in the presence of uncertainties. Reinforcement learning (RL) which can utilize simulation or real operation data is a viable alternative for such
problems. To apply RL to batch process control effectively, however, choices such as the reward function design and value update method must be made carefully. This study proposes a phase segmentation
approach for the reward function design and value/policy function representation. In addition, the deep
deterministic policy gradient algorithm (DDPG) is modiﬁed with Monte-Carlo learning to ensure more
stable and eﬃcient learning behavior. A case study of a batch polymerization process producing polyols is used to demonstrate the improvement brought by the proposed approach and to highlight further
issues.
© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Batch or semi-batch processing is widely used in the process industry, mostly for producing low-volume, high-value added products. Operating condition of a batch process is determined to meet
given requirements for end product quality (e.g., composition, particle size and shape) in a manner that assures safety and economic feasibility (e.g., maximization of the productivity or minimization of the cost). However, its inherent features, such as 1)
non-stationary operation covering a wide operating envelope 2)
consequent exposure of the underlying nonlinear dynamics, and 3)
existence of both path and end-point constraints, present a significant challenge to control engineers. These problems are exacerbated by oftentimes signiﬁcant variabilities in the feedstock quality and condition as well as other process uncertainties (e.g. disturbances, noises, model errors).
For optimal control of batch processes, nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) has been the most widely studied method
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(Qin and Badgwell, 20 0 0; Mayne, 20 0 0; Chang et al., 2016). NMPC
can be designed in two different forms. First it can be designed to
follow a prespeciﬁed recipe (e.g., setpoint trajectories), which are
determined from an off-line (or run-to-run) optimization. Alternatively, it can be designed to optimize an economic or other performance index directly on-line while respecting process and quality
constraints (Rawlings and Amrit, 2009; Ellis et al., 2014). In this
setting, as an economic optimization tends to drive the operating
recipe towards active constraints, it is important for the controller
to assure constraint satisfaction. While NMPC offers the advantage
of including constraints directly in the optimal control calculation,
its constraint handling capability can degrade when the model
used for the prediction has signiﬁcant uncertainty (Lucia et al.,
2014). Conventional NMPC addresses this problem by reperforming the optimization at each sample time after receiving feedback
measurements and also by detuning the controller and tightening
the constraints to account for the uncertainty (“back-off”) but this
can lead to signiﬁcant suboptimality (Paulson and Mesbah, 2018;
Santos et al., 2019). Robust NMPC formulations have also appeared
which are based on rigorous uncertainty models (e.g., bounded
parameter sets, scenario trees) but they come at the cost of
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involves a semi-batch polymerization reactor producing polyols
(Nie et al., 2013).
In summary, the intended contributions of this paper are in 1)
suggesting the RL method for optimal control of batch processes
with uncertainty, 2) proposing the phase segmentation approach
for designing the reward functions and the function approximators
and 3) modifying the DDPG algorithm with MC learning to improve
the agent learning in order to better reﬂect the future value, particularly with respect to the end point constraints satisfactions.
In the next section we brieﬂy introduce MPC, RL, MC vs. TD
(Temporal-Difference) learning, and DDPG. Section 3 then proposes
a RL based optimal control strategy with speciﬁc components like
the phase segmentation, and MC-DDPG learning. The case study
problem is introduced next and the training environment of the
RL based optimal controller is described in Section 4. In Section 5,
the improvement by using the phase segmentation approach is
demonstrated and the learning results of the conventional DDPG
and MC-DDPG algorithms as well as NMPC are compared. In addition, sensitivity analysis with respect to the choice of phase segmentation point and to the hyperparameters used in the reward
design are investigated. Section 6 summarizes and concludes the
paper.

Nomenclature
Xn = Gn + Dn , n = 0, 1, . . . , N polyol product chains
Yn = Qn + Rn , n = 0, 1, ., N
unsaturated chains
Gn
the growing product chains
length n(Pn O− K + )
Dn
the dormant product chains
length n(Pn OH)
Qn
the growing unsat chains
length n(Un O− K + )
Rn
the dormant unsat chains
length n(Un OH)

MXi = N
ni Xn
moment of X
n
=1

iY
MYi = N
n
moment of Y
n
n=1 i
MGi = N
n Gn
moment of G
n
=1

i
MQi = N
moment of Q
n=1 n Qn
nKOH
the total amount of catalyst
MWPO
molecular weight of polyol
V
liquid volume
W
water
M
monomer
k
reaction rate constant

of
of
of
of

2. Preliminaries
2.1. MPC and RL
signiﬁcantly increased complexity preventing practical use
Morari and H. Lee (1999), Lucia et al. (2013), Thangavel et al.
(2018).
In this regard, reinforcement learning (RL), which tries to learn
an optimal control policy and value function from data may be
worthy of consideration. Learning data can be real operation data
or simulation data and such data contain (or can be made to contain) the effect of the uncertainty which will be experienced online. Therefore, RL provides a ﬂexible framework wherein a control
policy can be learned to address the uncertainty contained in the
learning data and its potential has been examined through several
set-point tracking control problems (Lee and Lee, 2005; Spielberg
et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2020). For such problems, the set point
tracking error was used as the (negative) reward in the training of
the RL based controller. On the other hand, just a few studies have
examined RL in the context of dynamic optimization of batch process operation (Wilson and Martinez, 1997; Martinez, 1998; Petsagkourakis et al., 2020).
In this paper, we examine the use of RL for on-line dynamic optimization and control of a batch process with high dimensional and continuous state and action spaces. We focus on
the issues that arise in such applications, e.g., the choice of reward functions, esp. in handling constraints, construction of timedependent approximators, and choice of learning algorithm. First
of all, we suggest three types of reward functions that combine
economic performance index and degree of violation of path and
end-point constraints. To address the time dependence of batch
operation, a phase segmentation approach is proposed to tailor
the reward functions and the function approximators to suit distinct characteristics of the different phases of batch run. For the
agent training, deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm (Lillicrap et al., 2016) is adopted as it is known to be effective in handling high dimensional continuous state and action
spaces. However, the traditional DDPG algorithm, which uses temporal difference learning, is modiﬁed with Monte-Carlo (MC) learning so as to ensure stable learning behavior. This is particularly
important for batch process control as the reward function is designed such that violation of the end-point constraints affect the
overall reward signiﬁcantly. The NMPC and different RL control
strategies will be examined and compared in a case study that

The optimal control problem formulation we adopt in this study
is given in Eq. (2.1). A general method to solve this problem is by
solving the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation, which can be
derived by applying Bellman’s principle of optimality. On the other
hand, the HJB equation is a PDE with boundary conditions and cannot be solved in most cases with just a few well-known exceptions,
e.g., the linear quadratic optimal control problem. MPC and RL represent two different approaches to solve the problem indirectly or
approximately.
MPC employs a mathematical programming technique to solve
an open-loop optimal control problem for a speciﬁc state encountered at each given time. Thus, MPC at each time step numerically
calculates optimal input trajectory u(t ) using appropriate parameterization and discretization of the model (Eq. (2.1c), (2.1e)) and
the input trajectory. Typically, the objective function minimized is
the set-point tracking error (Eq. (2.1a)), but an economic objective
function (Eq. (2.1b)), e.g., the cost or energy consumption, can be
used instead and this is often referred to as Economic MPC (eMPC)
to distinguish it from the conventional MPC. Other inequality constraints such as input and output bounds (Eq. (2.1f), (2.1g)) can be
imposed in the optimization providing much needed ﬂexibility in
ﬁtting industrial control problems into the standard optimal control problem. When the model is nonlinear, a nonlinear programming (NLP) solver is needed which employs either sequential or
simultaneous strategies (Barton et al., 1998; Biegler, 2007a). Thus,
the on-line computational requirement can be very high. Note that
the optimization is resolved at each sample time as the starting
time with the current state updated by measurements as the initial state (Eq. (2.1d)).



T

min
u(t )

0

|ysp − y|2Q + |usp − u|2R dt


T

or max
u(t )

2

0

lt (x, u ) dt

(2.1a)
(2.1b)

x˙ = f (x, u )

(2.1c)

x ( 0 ) = x0

(2.1d)
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y = g(x, u )

(2.1e)

ulb ≤ u ≤ uub

(2.1f)

ylb ≤ y ≤ yub

(2.1g)

environment can be simulated, the learning can be carried out offline and the off-line derived optimal policy can be implemented
on-line, thus minimizing the potentially negative impact of the
learning process on the real system and also drastically reducing
the on-line computational load.

MPC has become de facto the advanced control method of the
process industry mainly owing to its ability to handle constraints
on inputs and states explicitly for multi-variable systems (Eq. (2.1f),
(2.1g)). This model-based control method offers an important favorable feature that the objective function and constraints can
be changed on the ﬂy, affording much needed ﬂexibilities in fast
changing industrial operation environments. Its main weakness is
the high on-line computational requirement and the limited ability to incorporate information on uncertainty such as parameter
errors and drifts. MPC is based on open-loop trajectory calculation and uncertainties are handled mostly by repeating the optimization after a feedback update, which is reactive in nature. In
the context of batch process operation, such reactive mechanism
may not be suﬃcient, thus leading to frequent constraint violations
and off-spec products. There are robust MPC formulations such as
min-max MPC, tube-based MPC, and multi-stage MPC (Lee and Yu,
1997; Mayne et al., 2011; Lucia et al., 2013), but they tend to be
conservative and require signiﬁcantly increased on-line computation.
RL is a data-based method to learn optimal decision policies
in sequential decision making problems. ”Data-based” here means
that the agent (i.e. the decision maker or the controller) receives
data while it is interacting with the environment (i.e. as it applies
actions calculated by the policy which is being evolved). The environment can be the real system or a simulated system (Sutton and
Barto, 2018). The data received typically consists of next state (st+1 )
and reward (rt ) taken by the result of action (at ) following the policy (π ) at current state (st ). The reward is deﬁned to reﬂect merits
or demerits of each state with respect to achieving the goal. The
following are the elements of the tuple that deﬁne a Markov decision process (MDP) (Puterman, 2014):
•
•
•

•
•

2.2. MC and TD learning
RL agent continuously improves its policy interacting with the
environment. For the improvements, there are two different approaches: Monte-Carlo (MC) learning and Temporal-Difference (TD)
learning. MC learning learns directly from episodes of experience
which means the agent updates the value or Q-function and policy
using the return values which can be calculated when the episodes
terminate. Therefore, this method can only be applied to episodic
MDPs (Sutton and Barto, 2018). The REINFORCE algorithm which
was used for Alpha-Go training is an MC based policy gradient algorithm for learning stochastic policies (Sutton et al., 20 0 0; Silver
et al., 2016).
TD learning updates the value function by using the current
estimate of the value function of next state, so this can be executed while an episode proceeds, thus speeding up the agent
training process (Sutton and Barto, 2018). This learning method
uses bootstrapping which means an estimator is updated by using an estimated target value. Although many leading RL algorithms such as Deep Q Network (DQN) and DDPG employ the TD
learning method for the eﬃciency of training, the bootstrapping
can cause the value function approximation to get stuck in local
minima or even diverge in the presence of a nonlinearly parameterized function approximator or arbitrary sampling distributions
(Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997).
2.3. Deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm
DDPG is an actor-critic, model-free algorithm which adopts the
strengths of Deep Q Network (DQN) and deterministic policy gradient (DPG) (Lillicrap et al., 2016). The DQN algorithm uses a deep
neural network to approximately estimate the Q-function in Qlearning with continuous state space and the agent follows the  greedy policy in discrete action space (Mnih et al., 2015). The DPG
algorithm deterministically maps the state to a speciﬁc action by
parameterizing the actor function (e.g. by a neural network) and
updates the actor parameters following the gradient of the policy’s
performance which is called policy gradient(Sutton et al., 20 0 0; Silver et al., 2014). As shown in Algorithm 1, DDPG employs critic and
actor networks. The critic network (Q) is updated toward accurate
Q-function approximation and the actor network (μ) is updated
toward maximizing the critic network’s output using the sampled
policy gradient. These updates are executed while an episode proceeds by using the current estimated value of the Q-function (yi ),
which is TD learning. DDPG uses a replay buffer to eliminate serial
correlations of the samples and also separates the target networks
(Q  and μ ) from the updated networks (Q and μ) to promote stable bootstrapping.
DDPG is known to be effective in problems with continuous
state and action spaces like the chemical process control problems.
However, there are several obstacles to applying this algorithm to
chemical batch process control. First, the actor can be updated toward a wrong direction based on inaccurate critic values which in
turn leads to bad samples with low rewards (Tsitsiklis and Roy,
20 0 0; Fujimoto et al., 2018). Actor parameters can even exceed the
bounds when the critic provides gradients that encourage the actor network to continue increasing a parameter that already exceeds the bounds (Hausknecht and Stone, 2015). In addition, the
agent with a deterministic actor explores spaces by adding just a
small noise term to the given action, which makes it even harder

State space S and state s ∈ S (discrete or continuous),
Action space A and action a ∈ A (discrete or continuous),
State transition model T , given by transition probability
p(st+1 |st , at ),
Reward function r (s, a ) where r : S × A → R,
Policy π mapping state st to at

s here corresponds x, the state variables of the ODE, a the manipulated variables u. The state transition model T is deﬁned by the
ODE, which is normally deterministic but can be made stochastic
by appropriately adding stochastic uncertainties. For the rest of the
paper, we will adopt the notations used in MDP.
Return value is deﬁned as the (discounted) cumulative sum of
the received rewards along the travelled trajectory from the cur
rent state to the terminal state (G(st ) = Tτ =t γ τ −t r (sτ )) with a
discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1]. Value function (V (st )) is the expectation
of the return value which implies the expected long-term value
of the current state, and Q-function (Q (st , at )) is the expected return value of the state and action pair. Based on these values, the
agent tries to improve the policy (π ) toward the direction of getting higher return or expected return value (policy gradient methods) (Sutton et al., 20 0 0). The design of the reward and its utilization for the agent training have a direct impact on the performance
of the RL agent. Thus, in designing an RL controller, it is critical to
engineer proper reward functions which reﬂect the characteristics
and intended goal of the batch process operation.
The RL agent can eventually learn an optimal policy for a given
long-term goal in an uncertain environment by observing the evaluative responses to the decisions implemented assuming an appropriate reward is used which matches the agent’s goal. When the
3
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Algorithm 1: DDPG algorithm (Lillicrap et al., 2016).
Initialize the critic network Q (s, a|θ Q ) and the actor network
μ(s|θ μ ) with weights θ Q and θ μ
Initialize the target networks Q  and μ with weights


θ Q ← θ Q and θ μ ← θ μ
(Initialize the replay buffer R)
for episode = 1, …, M do
Initialize a random process ν for action exploration
Receive initial observation state s1
for t = 1, …, T do
Select action at = μ(st |θ μ ) + νt (noise ) according to the
current policy and random exploration noise
Receive rt and st+1 from the environment with at
Store (st , at , rt , st+1 ) in R
if number of samples in R ≥ N then
N random sampling (si , ai , ri , si+1 ) from R


Set yi = ri + γ Q  (si+1 , μ (si+1 |θ μ )|θ Q )
Update the critic by minimizing the critic loss:

Lc = N1 i (yi − Q (si , ai |θ Q ))2
Update the actor policy using the sampled policy
gradient:

θ μ J ≈

1
a Q (s, a|θ Q )|s=si ,a=μ(si ) θ μ μ(s|θ μ )|si
N

Fig. 1. Example for phase segmentation approach. Based on the physical knowledge, we can divide the control proﬁle into two or more phases.

i

Update the target networks:




θ Q ← ηθ Q + (1 − η )θ Q , θ μ ← ηθ μ + (1 − η )θ μ
with η
1
end
end
end

point constraints. The ﬁrst term (r path ) denotes reward for satisfying the path constraints. If all the path constraints are satisﬁed, the
agent gets the corresponding reward (α path ), otherwise the penalty
(−α path ). The second term (rend ) is determined based on whether
given end-point constraints are satisﬁed or not. It is the sum of the
reward/penalty assigned to each end-point constraint (rend, j ). If the
constraint j is satisﬁed, the agent gets the reward (αend, j ). Other
wise, the agent receives both the default penalty (αend,
) and the
j
additional penalty which is proportional to the degree of constraint
violation (| c j |) scaled by the hyperparameter s j . This additional
penalty term is used to reﬂect how much the product quality deviates from the spec. The last reward term (r prod ) is to be designed
to reﬂect the process’s economic performance, so it is problemspeciﬁc. For example, in the ensuing case study, the total mass
in the reactor v is used as the reward in order to maximize the
process’s productivity. α path and αend are hyperparameters which
should be tuned along with the discount rate γ . Note that, v and
| c j | should be appropriately scaled with sv and s j , respectively,
for the effective training.

Table 1
Reward types.



r path =

α path

−α path


rend =  j rend, j
rend, j =

αend, j


− | c j |/s j
−αend,
j

r prod = v/sv

if satisﬁes all path constraint
otherwise

if satisﬁes end point constraint j
otherwise

(v is a measure of process performance )

to get out of the local minima or the divergence problem. Chemical batch processes are particularly vulnerable to the aforementioned drawbacks, because most chemical reactions are irreversible
and thus undesired states resulting from wrong decision(s) early
on can hardly be steered to desired ones later unlike in robot path
planning or game playing. For instance, a faulty action during the
early stage of a batch operation can inevitably lead to signiﬁcant
violations of end-point constraints. To address such potential problem intrinsic to chemical batch processes, a modiﬁed algorithm of
Monte Carlo (MC)-DDPG with phase segmentation is suggested in
the next section.

3.2. Phase segmentation
Most batch processes are operated with recipes encompassing
time-varying trajectories, which can include abrupt changes like
shutting off of the feed supply (Abel et al., 20 0 0; Bonvin et al.,
2001; Peroni et al., 2005). However, in RL, a single pair of actorcritic networks are oftentimes used to represent the value function
and the policy. In batch process control, it can be a diﬃcult task to
train single networks to cover the entire duration of a batch run
since they must represent functions of abrupt (e.g. nondifferentiable) changes in their slopes. Therefore, we propose an approach
of phase segmentation to reﬂect distinct characteristics of different
phases of a batch run to reﬂect their distinct dynamic and reward
characteristics. In this approach, separate actor-critic networks are
trained for different phases.
A batch operation can oftentimes be divided into phases based
on available physical knowledge and reasoning. For example, as
shown in Fig. 1, a typical semi-batch polymerization process operation comprises three sequential phases: feed charge, processing,

3. RL based batch process control strategy
3.1. Reward design
The goal of batch process control is to produce target products in an economical and safe manner. As in classical optimal
control, goal engineering is needed to express the goal as the reward function (i.e. the objective function). In this regard, three
types of reward terms (as shown in Table 1) are suggested to allow
the agent to be trained effectively for the purposes of achieving
high economic performance, and satisfying relevant path and end4
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and discharge. The process should be controlled according to each
phase’s purpose. Excluding the discharge step, the example semibatch operation can simply be divided into two phases: Phase I for
the feeding and Phase II for carrying out the reaction. One should
be able to identify the time sections for each phase and design
the reward function for each phase to reﬂect its purpose to train
separate actor-critic networks. If a process is more intricate than
this simple case, the process can be segmented into more phases,
but this may require signiﬁcant prior knowledge. One can conceivably automate the segmentation task, e.g., via machine learning,
but this is not addressed in this work and is left for future research.
Even though rewards may take on different forms for different
phases, the return value (or the value function) which is the cumulative sum of the stage-wise rewards (or its expectation) is calculated along over the entire batch interval. Thus, the critic network can predict the value reﬂecting the future performance including the ﬁnal product quality. Assuming the process is divided
into P phases (phase p = [t p−1 , t p ), p ∈ {1, . . . , P }) and the reward
for each phase is represented by r p , the return value can be calculated as shown in Eq. (3.2).

Gτ =

T

t=τ

γ t−τ rt , rt = r p for t ∈ [t p−1 , t p )

Algorithm 2: MC-DDPG algorithm with phase segmentation.
Initialize the critic networks Q p (s, a|θ Q ) and the actor
network μ p (s|θ μ ) with weights θ Q p and θ μ p for p = 1, . . ., P
(Initialize the replay buffer R p for p = 1, . . ., P )
for episode = 1, …, L do
Initialize a random process ν for action exploration
Receive an initial observation state s1
for t = 1, …, T do
Select action at = μ p (st |θ μ p ) + νt (noise ), where
t ∈ [t p−1 , t p )
Receive rt and st+1 from the environment with at
end
Calculate Gt (st , at ) = rt + γ rt+1 + . . .γ T −t rT for t = 1, . . ., T
Store (st , at , Gt ) in R p where t ∈ [t p−1 , t p )
if number of samples in R p ≥ N p for p = 1, . . ., P then
for iter = 1, …, M do
N p random sampling (si , ai , Gi ) from R p for
p = 1, . . ., P
Update the parameters of the critic networks by
minimizing the critic’s loss:

Lc,p = N1p i (Gi − Q p (si , ai |θ Q p ))2
Update the parameters of the actor networks using
the policy gradient:

(3.2)

θ μ p J ≈

3.3. Monte-Carlo DDPG (MC-DDPG)

1 
a Q p (s, a|θ Q p )|s=si ,a=μ p (si ) θ μ p μ p (s|θ μ p )|si
Np
i

end
end
end

Typical environment of a chemical batch process involves continuous state and action variables. In general, state variables include concentrations of the reactants and products, the reactor
temperature, etc. Common action variables are the inlet and heating/cooling jacket temperatures, the inlet ﬂow rate, and so on.
Therefore, DDPG is a suitable choice for batch process control
among the available RL algorithms since it is known to be effective for problems involving continuous state and action spaces as
explained in Section 2.3. However, chemical reactions oftentimes
involve irreversible transitions and require a good prediction of the
terminal reward early on in order to meet the end-product quality.
In this regard, we hypothesize that the MC learning method may
be a better choice than the TD learning method for batch process
control problems.
In this paper, we modiﬁed the conventional DDPG algorithm to
adopt the MC learning in the place of the TD learning and also
to accommodate the phase segmentation described earlier. The resulting MC-DDPG algorithm with phase segmentation is shown
in Algorithm 2 . First, the critic (Q p (s, a|θ Q )) and actor networks
(μ p (s|θ μ )) are initialized for the chosen number of phases, P . To
initialize their parameters in a reasonable way, they can be trained
by using supervised learning using closed-loop data with a suboptimal controller like NMPC. This is called ”imitation learning.”
After the initialization, the environment simulator generates one
episode data for given batch time, T , with the actions obtained
from the initialized actor network. Small noise terms are added to
the action variables for exploration. When the episode terminates,
the return value G for each time step is calculated and stored with
the corresponding state and action in the replay buffer R p for the
time range of each phase p. This procedure is repeated for a given
number of episodes L. Then, for a certain number of iterations
M,N p data set is randomly sampled from each replay buffer R p , and
based on this, the critic and actor networks are updated. The critic
networks are updated by minimizing the critic’s loss which is the
mean squared error between the return value and the predicted Q
value. The actor networks are also updated based on the same gradient calculation as in DDPG, but target networks and bootstrapping are not used. The learning performance of the DDPG algo-

rithm with MC and TD learning methods will be compared in the
ensuing case study.
4. Case study
4.1. Propylene oxide (PO) batch polymerization
To evaluate and illustrate the performance of the proposed MCDDPG with phase segmentation strategy for batch process control, a polyether polyol process for polypropylene glycol production is chosen as a case study. This process has signiﬁcant nonlinear dynamics and involves both path and end constraints. The
monomer PO ﬁrst reacts with the alkaline anion and then the
oxy-propylene anion undertakes the propagation, followed by the
cation-exchange and proton-transfer reactions. A ﬁrst-principles
dynamic model including the population balance equation of polymer chains and monomers and overall mass balance is reformulated with the method-of-moments as shown in Eq. (4.3) for the
reactor simulation and NMPC calculation (Nie et al., 2013; Mastan
and Zhu, 2015). The mathematical symbols are summarized in the
Nomenclature table at the end of this paper.

5

d (V [MX0 ] )
= V ki [M][G0 ]
dt

(4.3a)

d (V [MX1 ] )
= V ki [M][G0 ] + V k p MG0
dt

(4.3b)

d (V [MX2 ] )
= V ki [M][G0 ] + V k p [M](2MG1 + MG0 )
dt

(4.3c)

d (V [MY0 ] )
= V ki [M][Q0 ]
dt

(4.3d)
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Table 4
Reward for each phase.

Table 2
End-point and path constraints in PO polymerization example.
End-point constraints

Phase I: PO feeding phase

Phase II: PO digestion phase

r = r path + r prod

if not terminal: r = r path
if terminal (t = 480): r = rend

Final NAMW (NAMW ) ≥3027.74 [g/mol]
Final Unsat. Value (USV ) ≤0.02 [mmol/g polyol]
Final unreacted PO (Unrct) ≤2000 [ppm]
Path constraints

sampling interval are set as 480 min and 20 min, respectively, as
in the previous studies (Jung et al., 2015; Jang et al., 2016). At ﬁrst,
we solved this problem with NMPC, which solves the dynamic optimization problem with a shrinking horizon (i.e. a horizon stretching from current time to the end of batch), to gather sample data
for the initial training of the actor-critic networks and to get insights for the rewards design. Referring to the simulated NMPC results as well as the results found in the previous studies, we divided this batch operation into two phases, the second phase starting from the 400 min mark. Important features of each phase will
be addressed in the next section.

Heat removal duty ≤Allowed maximum cooling capacity:
r p (− H p ) − F (− H f ) ≤ UA(T − Tw )/MWPO = 430[J/s]
Adiabatic end temperature ≤192◦ C

d (V [MY1 ] )
= V ki [M][Q0 ] + V k p MQ0
dt

(4.3e)

d (V [MY2 ] )
= V ki [M][Q0 ] + V k p [M](2MQ1 + MQ0 )
dt

(4.3f)

d (V [X0 ] )
= V (2kh [W ] − ki [G0 ] )[M]
dt

(4.3g)

d (V [Y0 ] )
= −V ki [Q0 ][M] + V kt nc [M]
dt

(4.3h)

4.2. RL problem formulation
To solve the problem with RL, it should be formulated as an
MDP. With the assumption of perfect measurements, the 11 physical variables in the model (Eq. (4.3)) are used as the state variables
and time is also included (s = [t; MX0 ; MX1 ; MX2 ; MY0 ; MY1 ; MY2 ;
X0 ; Y0 ; M; W ; m]). Action variables are the aforementioned manipulated variables (a = [T ; F ]).
In this case study, a batch run is divided into two phases, depending on the operating temperature and feeding rate proﬁles.
Phase I covers from the start to the 400 min mark. During this
phase, the feed ﬂow should be kept as high as possible in order
to achieve high productivity while satisfying the safety constraints
(i.e., maintaining the reactor temperature low), so this will be referred to as the ‘PO feeding phase’. Phase II, which ensues, will
be referred to as the ‘PO digestion phase’, because the reactor is
operated at a high temperature without further feeding in order
to achieve the end product quality by quick monomer digestion.
Thus, the reward of Phase I is chosen as the summation of the rewards for satisfying the path constraints (r path ) and for achieving
suﬃcient amount of products which is related to the productivity
(r prod ) without regard to the end constraints. v in r prod is deﬁned as
the total mass m in the reactor. Phase II must emphasize the satisfaction of the end product quality specs without violating path
constraints, so r path and rend are assigned to the non-terminal state
and terminal state, respectively as shown in Table 4. Hyperparameters for the reward values of the constraints in Table 5 were tuned

d (V [M] )
= F − V {kh [W ] + (ki − k p )([G0 ] + [Q0 ] ) + (k p + kt )nc }[M] (4.3i)
dt

d (V [W ] )
= −V kh [W ][M]
dt

(4.3j)

dm
= F · MWPO
dt

(4.3k)

This reactor should be operated while satisfying two path constraints, one on the heat removal duty and the other on the adiabatic end temperature. The product should satisfy the quality speciﬁcation, i.e., the end-point constraints on the ﬁnal number average
molecular weight (NAMW ), the ﬁnal unsaturated chains per mass
(USV ), and the ﬁnal concentration of unreacted monomer (Unrct).
The constraints are reported in Table 2 and other details are given
in Nie et al. (2013). The manipulated variables are the reactor temperature T (t ) and the monomer (PO) feeding rate F (t ).
In this case study, the kinetic parameter of the propagation reaction A p which is one of the most critical parameters affecting
the polymerization progression is assumed to vary from batch to
batch according to a uniform distribution in the range of ±10% of
its nominal value. The key reaction parameters, molecular weights
and initial mass are reported in Table 3. Total reaction time and

Table 3
Key model parameters (Jang et al., 2016; Jung et al., 2015).
Kinetic parameters (kr = Ar exp −Er /RT )
Reaction (r)

Hydrolysis (h)

Initiation (i)

Propagation ( p)

Transfer (t)

Ar [m3 /mol · s]

8.64x104

3.964x105

1.35x104

1.509x106

Er [kJ/mol]

82.425

77.822

69.172

105.018

Heat capacity coeﬃcients (c pi = Ai + Bi T + Ci T + Di T )
2

Ai

Bi

F eed ( f )

53.347

0.51543

Bulk (b)

1.10

2.72 × 10−3

3

Ci
−1.8029 × 10

Di
−3

2.7795 × 10−6

0

0

Mass parameters
H2 O

PO

KOH

Alcohol

MW [g/mol]

18.02

58.08

56.11

92.09

Initial mass [g]

0.6

5822

36

178

6
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Table 6
Performance results of the agent trained without the phase segmentation for the three cases (∗ : constraint violation).

Table 5
Hyperparameters for RL agent training.
Hyperparameter

γ

Buffer
Buffer
Minibatch
Minibatch

Total reaction time
Time step
Phase change (t1 )
size for phase 1 (R1 )
size for phase 2 (R2 )
size for phase 1 (N1 )
size for phase 2 (N2 )
OU noise μ
OU noise θ
OU noise σ

Actor network
Activation function for the actor
Critic network
Activation function for the critic

α path
αend
αend 
sNAMW
sUSV
sUnrct
sv

Value
0.98
480 min
20 min
400 min
2400
600
60
12
0
0.15
0.2
(12, 40, 30, 2)
ReLU,Tanh
((12, 30), (2, 30), 60, 30, 1)
ReLU
0.5
1
0.5
1/1500
3100
1/3900
0.715



Tt2 +

+10%

3599.38
0.0279∗
3
797.64

3953.41
0.0264∗
2
797.63

≥3027.74
≤0.02
≤2000

For applying the phase segmentation approach, two pairs of
actor-critic networks were trained with the respective rewards
as explained in Section 4.2. On the other hand, without the
phase segmentation approach, one pair of actor-critic networks
was trained with the sum of r path and r prod as the reward of the
non-terminal states, and the rend of the terminal state was designed the same as in Section 4.2. Their performances (i.e. end values of NAMW, U SV , Unrct, and total mass) was evaluated for the
cases of −10, 0, and +10% perturbations in A p .
As shown in Fig. 2a, the action proﬁle of the actor trained without the phase segmentation converged to an unreasonable trajectory which leads to a small amount of the product with unsatisfactory quality for all cases (see Table 6). This actor which failed
to learn a good policy suggested a low temperature and zero feeding rate except for the ﬁrst decision. Note that, in this case study,
good performance would be achieved by a high feeding rate with a
low temperature during Phase I and a low feeding rate with a high
temperature during Phase II. Fig. 2b shows that the agent trained
with the phase segmentation approach was able to give good action proﬁles, fully reﬂecting the aforementioned phase characteristics.

To initialize the network weight parameters with reasonable values, the closed-loop system with NMPC was simulated
for 21 episodes to gather samples from the environment with
−10, −9, . . . , +9, +10% deviations from the nominal value of A p .
The objective function of NMPC in this case study is given by
Eq. (4.4) subject to the constraints in Table 2. The problem was
solved by using the simultaneous approach with three collocation
points (Biegler, 2007b) and for this, a python package PYOMO with
IPOPT solver was employed (Hart et al., 2011; 2017; Wächter and
Biegler, 2006). These initial samples could be obtained using other
controller types, such as PID controllers or any existing operation
data.

− m(t=480 ) + 0.0 0 01

Nominal

3247.17
0.0297∗
3
797.67

5.1. Phase segmentation

4.3. Training environment

min

−10%

NAMW
USV
Unrct
Total mass

rithm, we compare 1) the results of the agent trained with and
without the phase segmentation, 2) the learning performance of
the agents using the MC-DDPG and the conventional DDPG (TDDDPG), and 3) the control performances of the agent trained with
the MC-DDPG algorithm, the agent initialized by the supervised
learning with the NMPC closed-loop data (i.e., imitation learning), and NMPC. Furthermore, we discuss the reason for less-thanperfect performance of the proposed approach, and suggest some
ways to further improve its performance. In addition, sensitivity
analysis with respect to the phase segmentation point and to the
hyperparameters are conducted.

so that the maximum reward or penalty values have similar orders
as other values during the training process.

Tt ,Ft ,t∈[0,480]

A p



Ft2

(4.4)

Using the collected samples, the neural networks were trained
for 10 0 0 iterations by supervised learning to initialize the neural network parameters before starting the RL agent training. After the initialization, we trained the resulting networks further using the proposed MC-DDPG algorithm for 2500 additional episodes
(L = 2500 in Algorithm 2) with the value of A p randomly sampled
from the uniform distribution of ±10% of its nominal value. This
uncertain parameter is held constant over each episode but updated after each episode. We set the number of episodes to provide enough episodes for the critic loss value and the total rewards
to converge. We used Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process to sample the noise ν for constructing the exploration part of the policy
(Uhlenbeck and Ornstein, 1930; Lillicrap et al., 2016). For the actor
networks, ReLU and tanh activation functions were used, and for
the critic networks, ReLU was used. To train the neural networks,
we employed the deep neural network training package PyTorch
(Paszke et al., 2017) in Python. Discount factor γ was set as 0.98
and other hyperparameters used are summarized in Table 5.

5.2. TD-DDPG vs MC-DDPG
To compare the learning performances of the TD-DDPG and
MC-DDPG algorithms, we trained the agents in the same training environment. For a fair comparison, the phase segmentation
approach was applied to the both algorithms with the same reward functions as in Section 4.2, and the same initial data were
used for the initialization as in Section 4.3. Fig. 3 shows the toT
tal (cumulative) rewards of each episode ( t=0
rt )) resulting from
the two algorithms as the training proceeds. This value is getting
lower with TD-DDPG which means the agent is being trained toward a wrong direction, due to the bootstrapping. As mentioned
previously, when the critic network is updated with inaccurate target values through bootstrapping, the actor can also be updated
with gradients of wrong directions based on the erroneous critic
networks. The resulting actor policy can then lead the training to
a wrong space and the actor cannot get the training process out
of this situation, especially with a deterministic actor which performs limited exploration with a small noise term. Furthermore,
the reason why the bootstrapping can be fatal in the case of batch

5. Results & discussion
To demonstrate the beneﬁt of using the suggested reward design strategy with phase segmentation and the MC-DDPG algo7
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Fig. 2. Action proﬁles given by the actor trained (a) without the phase segmentation and (b) with phase segmentation. The actor trained without the phase segmentation
failed to learn the phase characteristics reﬂected policy.

Fig. 3. Learning curves of (a) TD-DDPG and (b) MC-DDPG. The agent trained with TD-DDPG diverged toward a lower reward, but the agent trained with MC-DDPG converged
to the maximum possible total reward.

with the perturbation in A p , and violations of the both path constraints are observed, especially the upper limit on the adiabatic
temperature. NMPC with an economic objective typically operates the system very close to boundaries of its constraints. Hence,
when the environment has signiﬁcant uncertainty, constraint violations become inevitable due to the inaccurate predictions used
in the NMPC calculations. All the end-point constraints are also violated in the case of the −10% perturbation in A p as reported in
Table 7a.
The performances of the agent trained by using the imitation
learning are shown in Fig. 4c, d and Table 7b. The policy gives
nearly the same proﬁle for the three cases and this policy does
not fully satisfy the path and end-point constraints either. This
is because the actor of this agent was updated to closely mimic
the sub-optimal controller’s behavior without considering the constraint satisfaction.
From this initialized neural networks, the agent was trained by
using the MC-DDPG algorithm and its performance results are represented in Fig. 4e, f and Table 7c. The resulting agent provides
consistent action proﬁles despite the perturbations in A p , and also
outperforms the NMPC controller and the controller with imitation
learning in terms of satisfying the required constraints. Slight violations occur only in the case of the −10% perturbation in A p for
the path constraint on the adiabatic end temperature and the endpoint constraint on the ﬁnal unsaturated value (USV ). Of course,
constraint satisfactions require a sacriﬁce on the productivity because an excessively high reactor temperature violating the safety
constraints would be unavoidable if we try to produce qualiﬁed
products from more monomers within given batch time.
To analyze the constraint violations seen with the −10% perturbation in A p , we conducted the deterministic dynamic optimization for that case. Fig. 5 shows the resulting input proﬁles: The
feeding step is ﬁnished one step earlier (380 min) than the predetermined segmentation point in time (400 min) in Section 4.2.
In this regard, we can deduce that the predetermined reaction
time of Phase II was not suﬃcient to satisfy the end constraint on
USV in the case of the −10% perturbation in A p . Thus, we should

Table 7
Performance results of (a) NMPC, (b) Imitation learning, and (c)
MC-DDPG for three cases (∗ : constraint violation).
(a) eNMPC
A p

−10%

Nominal

+10%

NAMW
USV
Unrct
Total mass

3158.95
0.0204∗
2444.77∗
5555.16

3866.70
0.0200
1974.27
6955.77

4680.56
0.0198
1612.73
7839.42

≥3027.74
≤0.02
≤2000

(b) Imitation learning
A p

−10%

Nominal

+10%

NAMW
USV
Unrct
Total mass

3634.79
0.0228∗
11077∗
6941.19

3654.19
0.0205∗
8675∗
6944.61

3669.74
0.0187
7077∗
6947.64

≥3027.74
≤0.02
≤2000

(c) Reinforcement learning (MC-DDPG)
A p

−10%

Nominal

+10%

NAMW
USV
Unrct
Total mass

3044.69
0.0214∗
1898
5798.88

3059.14
0.0192
1094
5808.77

3071.22
0.0174
635
5817.14

≥3027.74
≤0.02
≤2000

process control is because the high bias in the TD based learning is
inappropriate for the irreversible environment like the polymerization process. Meanwhile, the learning curve of MC-DDPG gradually
arrives at a high value indicating that the agent is trained to the
direction of maximizing the total reward.
5.3. Control performance comparison
The developed RL based controller with the MC-DDPG algorithm and phase segmentation approach, the NMPC controller, and
the controller from the imitation learning were tested on the three
parameter perturbation cases as in Section 5.1, and the results are
summarized in Fig. 4 and Table 7. As shown in Fig. 4a and b, the
NMPC controller gives the proﬁles of the feeding rate which vary
8
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Fig. 4. (a) Action proﬁles of NMPC. (b) Path constraints in NMPC. (c) Action proﬁles of imitation learning. (d) Path constraints in imitation learning. (e) Action proﬁles of
MC-DDPG. (f) Path constraints in MC-DDPG.
Table 8
End-point constraint results for the agent trained with a different
phase duration (∗ : constraint violation).
A p

−10%

Nominal

+10%

NAMW
USV
Unrct
Total mass

3226.67
0.0248∗
68
6162.93

3234.60
0.0219∗
27
6162.81

3241.63
0.0197
11
6162.67

≥3027.74
≤0.02
≤2000

case (t1 = 400 min). As shown in Fig. 6 and Table 8, the resulting
policy violates the path constraint on the adiabatic end temperature in the case of the −10% perturbation in A p and the end-point
constraint on the ﬁnal unsaturated value (USV ) in the cases of the
−10% and nominal cases. The control performance is also a little
worse than in the previous case, but the phase characteristics are
well reﬂected. If the performance of a converged policy is not suﬃcient, adjusting the phase segmentation point would be a potential
way to improve the policy. However, this approach has limitations
in that it still requires prior knowledge. To address this problem, an
RL algorithm that can determine the phase segmentation point(s)
automatically should be developed in future works.

Fig. 5. Dynamic optimization result in the case of −10% perturbation in A p .

develop a method to employ more ﬂexible phase segmentation and
this will be left for future work.
5.4. Sensitivity analysis of phase segmentation
Determining the time duration for each phase requires prior
physical knowledge or engineer’s insights and it can sometimes be
diﬃcult to choose a proper phase segmentation point. To see the
impact of choosing an erroneous segmentation point on the optimality of the control policy, we trained the RL agent with phase I
lasting longer by 1-time step (t1 = 420 min) than in the previous

5.5. Sensitivity analysis of reward hyperparameter
Determining the hyperparameter values associated with the reward and penalty is as important as designing appropriate reward
9
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Fig. 6. (a) Action proﬁles and (b) Path constraints of the agent trained with a different phase duration.

Fig. 7. (a) Action proﬁles and (b) Path constraints of the agents with three different α path values.

Table 9
End-point constraint results for different values of α path (∗ : constraint violation).

α path

0.1

0.5

1.0

NAMW
USV
Unrct
Total mass

5736.13
0.0233∗
26699∗
11830.60

3044.69
0.0214∗
1898
5798.88

3279.10
0.0203∗
38692∗
6443.26

approach and the Monte-Carlo DDPG algorithm were suggested to
handle the non-stationary and irreversible characteristics of most
batch processes. The suggested RL strategy was tested on a batch
polymerization example and the beneﬁcial effects of the phase
segmentation and the MC modiﬁcation of DDPG on the training and control performance were observed. Comparing with the
NMPC controller and the agent trained by imitation learning, the
RL-based controller showed enhanced ability to satisfy the path
and end-point constraints in the presence of parameter errors. The
impact of the choice of phase segmentation point on the optimality was discussed by training the agent with different phase durations. The importance of determining proper hyperparameters was
discussed with sensitivity analysis of the reward/penalty value. The
proposed approach and algorithm can be applied to other batch
or semi-batch process (e.g. bio-reactor) problems, especially those
that have signiﬁcant uncertainties and irreversible and nonlinear
dynamics. For future work, the RL based control method will be
extended to allow for more ﬂexible phase segmentation and batch
time adjustment and to systematically vary the hyperparameters
during training for more intuitive and reliable learning.

≥3027.74
≤0.02
≤2000

functions. The suggested reward functions contain several hyperparameters which should be carefully decided to achieve good training performance. To show its effect on the training, three α path values of 0.1, 0.5 (original), and 1.0 were used for the agents training
(under the same training environment as in Section 4.3). The resulting three agents were tested for the case of the −10% perturbation in A p as shown in Fig. 7 and Table 9. When α path was set
to a lower value (i.e. 0.1), the path constraints were violated more
because the reward or penalty for satisfying the path constraints
had less impact on the total reward. When the α path was set to
a higher value (i.e., 1.0), the path constraints were satisﬁed, but
the reactor temperature converged to a lower value which led to
a violation of the end constraints. For a highly nonlinear process
like this polymerization process, the hyperparameters often do not
have linear relationships with the training performance, and the
ratios between the hyperparameters may be critical. In addition,
the discontinuous reward function can result in a high sensitivity of the controller to the hyperparameter values. For more convenient design and training of the RL controllers, it is important
to have a systematic way to address the sensitivity with respect
to the choice of these hyperparameter values. For this, adaptation
of these hyperparameters during training is a promising route and
this will be addressed in our future work.
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